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**Supplemental dataset S1**: Working list of Andean plants. Available at: https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.16540173

**Supplemental dataset S2**: Trees used for biogeography analyses. Available at: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5336848

**Supplemental dataset S3** (online, affiliated with main article): List of Andean plant fossils.

Materials and Methods

Compilation of the working list of Andean plants

We relied on the taxonomic checklist of vascular plant species of the Americas by Ulloa et al. [S1] as a starting point for the compilation of geographical distribution records. The starting species list was taxonomically updated and refined to include species names reported for Andean countries (i.e. Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Chile and Argentina) with the International Plant Names Index (IPNI) (https://www.ipni.org), TROPICOS (www.tropicos.org) and the World Checklist of Selected Plant Families (https://wcsp.science.kew.org) databases.
Geographical distribution records were downloaded from the GBIF repository. To define altitudinal boundaries of the Andes, we produced contours of elevational values (100 m, 500 m and 1000 m) along the Andes from raster files of relieve for all Andean-Americas countries, using the free software QGIS v. 3.4. Geographical records where subsequently filtered by retaining geographical occurrences falling inside the two elevational contours. The taxonomic validity and orthography of the names reported to grow on the Andes at elevations of 100 and 500 m was checked against the World Checklist of Vascular Plants (https://wcvp.science.kew.org/taxon/306049-1).

Biogeographic meta-analyses

To quantify the number of transitions in and out of the Andes, we first obtain biogeographic regions for the Neotropics from Antonelli et al. [S2] and modified the representation of the Andes following our definition, with the 100 m altitudinal threshold (see main text). We then obtained georeferenced point occurrences for Neotropical plant species [S1], relying on gbif (www.gbif.org) and the Botanical Information and Ecology Network (https://bien.nceas.ucsb.edu/bien/). We cleaned the occurrence records to exclude common geographic errors [S3] using the clean_coordinates_function of the CoordinateCleaner package [S4] and after cleaning retained 329536 records for 89736 species. We then obtained a large-scale plant phylogeny [S5] and matched 14501 species between our occurrence records and the phylogeny. We classified species as Neotropic, if they had at least one occurrence records within any of our Neotropic bioregions (73324 species) and then used the CladeByTrait function of the speciesgeocodeR v2.0-10 package [S6] to obtain 194 clades with between 9-100 tips where at least 85% of the species where Neotropical. We then classified each species as present in a bioregion if at least 5% of the species records were recorded from this region (see ref. 2 for a justification of this threshold) and used an unconstraint DEC model [S7] as implemented in BioGeoBEARS [S8] to estimate ancestral ranges. We then extracted all clades that showed at least one bioregions shift (171 clades) and used the methodology of Antonelli et al. [S2] to count the number of shifts among regions.

Our analysis follows the Antonelli et al. [S2] analysis closely but differs in four details, which cause the Andes to feature more prominent in our Fig. 4A compared to Figure 3 of Antonelli et al. [S2]: 1) The definition of the Andes. Following our general definition of the Andes throughout the manuscript and the 100m height cut-off we use a considerably broader definition of the Andes than Antonelli et al. [S2], as these authors follow the WWF definition relatively strictly. Particularly, our analysis includes parts of what Antonelli et al. [S2] consider “Dry Western South America” and “Amazonia” in the Central Andes, and part of what Antonelli et al. [S2] consider “Amazonia” in the Northern Andes. This change in definition means that more lineages are considered “Andean” in our analyses (compare Fig. 1 in Antonelli et al. [S2], and the inlet map in our Fig. 4). 2) We include areas not at all included by Antonelli et al. [S2] in southern South America. 3) Following this change in definition of the Andes and the overall extension of the study our sampling includes lineages not included in Antonelli et al. [S2] (171 vs 104 clades) and considers more lineages Andean. Hence our sampling is much greater. 4) We split the Andes into three separate regions (Northern, Central, Southern). This aspect is central to our analysis.
since we want to highlight the interchange among regions within the Andes, and the difference in interchanged of the different parts of the Andes with surrounding ecoregions. For instance, the high interchange of the northern and central Andes with Amazonia compared to the isolation of the Southern Andes from Amazonia. Since the network nodes in our Fig. 4 and Antonelli et al. [S2] Fig. 2 are positioned based on the number of total connections, the Northern and Central Andes feature more prominent in our Figure. However, this does not bias the analyses to give a more prominent role to the Andes, because our methodology is not enriched for Andean species since it includes all Neotropical species (based on the Ulloa Ulloa et al. [S1] which were sampled in the largest plant phylogeny available [S5].

Searching for DNA sequence gaps in Andean plants

One key factor precluding a wider understanding on the species richness and spatio-temporal evolution of Andean floras is the absence of densely sampled DNA sequence dataset. We used our list to identify where are the gaps in the DNA sequence sampling of Andean plants. We searched the NCBI GenBank repository (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/) to determine the fraction of Andean plants with available DNA sequence data of 10 widely used DNA markers in phylogenetic studies such as (ITS, Xdh, atpB, matK, nad5, psbA, rbcL, trnL-F, rpl32, NADH).

Building a list of Andean fossils

All Plantae fossil occurrences in Argentina, Chile, Peru, Bolivia, Venezuela, Colombia, and Ecuador were searched in the Paleobiology Database (https://paleobiodb.org/#/), using the web-based portal Fossilworks [S9]. Then all references of the searching results were scanned to confirm age, taxonomy, locality and other information to form our list of Andean fossils. The list was then manually curated by Dr. Mario Coiro (U. Fribourg). We excluded all records before the Cenozoic as there is substantially less curation on them (Mario Coiro, pers. Comm. To G.C. March 2021).
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